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Menopausal symptom management: Fezolinetant's varied doses provide 

effective relief for vasomotor symptoms in women - A meta-analysis of 3291 

participants 
Amal M Elhusein 1, Hammad A Fadlalmola 2, Huda H Abedelwahed 3, Alawìa A Elshaikh, Amel E Banaga, et al. 

Menopause represents the physiological transition when a woman's reproductive period ends associated with a variety 

of symptoms, including vasomotor symptoms, such as night sweats and hot flashes. This systematic review and meta-

analysis aimed to assess the effectiveness and safety of oral Fezolinetant for treating vasomotor symptoms associated 

with menopause. Five electronic databases were searched from their inception until May 2023. Via the Cochrane risk 

of bias tool, two reviewers assessed the studies' quality. The primary outcomes were a decrease in VMSs frequency 

and severity and safety outcomes at 4 and 12 weeks. Data were extracted and then analyzed using RevMan software. 

This meta-analysis included six trials with a total of 3291 women that compared Fezolinetant to a placebo in the 

treatment of menopausal VMSs. After 4 and 12 weeks of therapy, fezolinetant at 30 mg QD or 45 mg QD substantially 

decreased the frequency and severity of VMSs per 24 hours compared to placebo. Fezolinetant at 90 mg BID, 30 mg 

QD, or 45 mg QD did not show a significant difference in the rate of treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs), 

headache, and TEAEs leading to permanent discontinuation compared to placebo. Fezolinetant proves to be a 

successful and well-tolerated remedy for menopausal women suffering from VMSs. Notably, the 45 mg daily dosage 

over 12 weeks exhibited significant efficacy. Nonetheless, extensive future trials are necessary to ascertain its long-

term safety, effectiveness, and relative potency compared to alternative VMS treatments like hormone therapy. 
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Menopause in the workplace: Challenges, impact, and next steps 
Nancy Safwan, Mariam Saadedine, Chrisandra L Shufelt, Ekta Kapoor, Juliana M Kling, Rajeev Chaudhry, et al.  

Introduction: Menopause is a natural part of a woman's life that coincides with a time when many women play 

significant roles in the workforce. Menopause symptoms, such as hot flashes, fatigue, and difficulty with concentration 

and memory, can have a negative effect on work productivity and efficiency. Objectives: This paper summarizes the 

impact of menopause in the workplace, with an emphasis on the impact of symptoms on employed women and how 

the workplace influences their experiences. It highlights economic implications, promotes awareness, and suggests 

potential next steps. Methods: A search for papers was conducted between August and November 2023 in the PubMed 

and Medline databases. Papers were selected based on personal experience and interpretation of the findings. 

Recommendations for managing menopause symptoms in the workplace and guidance on an optimal workplace 

intervention strategy were provided. Results: Women experiencing severe menopause symptoms are more likely to 

report adverse work outcomes, including absenteeism and job-related decisions such as quitting, retiring early, or 

declining promotions than women experiencing few symptoms. Factors such as a lack of awareness about menopause, 

inflexible work conditions, and high-stress jobs can exacerbate the severity of these symptoms. Additionally, 

unaddressed menopause symptoms contribute to both direct and indirect economic costs, including medical resource 

utilization and lost work productivity, resulting in a substantial economic burden. Conclusion: Menopause symptoms 

impair women's work experiences and productivity. In addition to dismantling the stigma associated with menopause, 

it is critical to create and implement menopause workplace policies and interventions aimed at supporting women in 

this universal life stage. 
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Association between serum TSH concentration and bone mineral density: an 

umbrella review 
Martyna Dziedzic 1 2, Michał Bonczar 3 4, Patryk Ostrowski 3 4, Bartłomiej Stachera 3 4, Dawid Plutecki, et al. 
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Introduction: The aim of this study was to summarize the results of previous studies, standardize the data, and present 

new statistical results in order to provide physicians with clinically significant outcomes regarding the association 

between serum TSH concentration and bone mineral density (BMD). Methods: To perform this umbrella review, a 

systematic search was conducted in which major online medical databases, such as PubMed, Web of Science, Embase, 

Scopus, Cochrane Library, and Google Scholar, were searched for meta-analyses and systematic reviews regarding the 

effect of TSH on BMD. Furthermore, all primary studies were screened for statistical analysis. Results: The statistical 

outcomes of the present study were based on the data of 75,898 patients. The pooled risk ratio of any kind of fracture 

in patients with subclinical hyperthyroidism was estimated to be 1.36 (95% CI: 1.18-1.56; p < 0.001). The SMD for 

BMD in the distal radius in male patients receiving L-thyroxine suppression therapy was estimated to be -0.61 (95% 

CI: -1.10-(-0.11); p = 0.02). Furthermore, the pooled risk ratio of any fracture in patients receiving L-thyroxine 

suppression therapy was estimated to be 1.98 (95% CI: 0.98 - 3.98; p = 0.06). In these patients, the BMD may 

significantly differ from that in non-treated patients. However, the difference depends on the type of bone. Conclusions: 

Our data confirmed that subclinical hyperthyroidism has a detrimental effect on bones, causing decreased BMD. Based 

on the obtained results, the authors suggest that a reduced TSH serum level itself may be an individual factor associated 

with decreased BMD and, thus, with a greater risk of bone fracture. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the effects of 

TSH suppression therapy differ between areas of interest for assessing BMD. Furthermore, the results have shown that 

this issue may, in specific areas, concern not only postmenopausal women but also male patients. These conclusions 

should contribute to a careful consideration of the application of TSH suppressive therapy in all patients. Particular 

attention should be given to patients after DTC, while all the advantages and disadvantages of implementing L-

thyroxine therapy should be individually considered. 
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Reproductive factors and risk of cardiovascular diseases and all-cause and 

cardiovascular mortality in American women: NHANES 2003-2018 
Yufeng Yan # 1, Hongjing Lu # 1, Song Lin 2, Yaguo Zheng 3 

Background: The evidence regarding the association of reproductive factors with cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) is 

limited. Aims: To investigate the relationship of reproductive factors with the risk of CVDs, as well as all-cause and 

cardiovascular mortality. Methods: This study included 16,404 adults with reproductive factors from the National 

Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) and followed up until 31 December 2019. Logistic models and 

restricted cubic spline models were used to assess the association of reproductive factors with CVDs. COX proportional 

hazards models and restricted cubic spline models, with adjustment for potential confounding, were employed to 

analyze the relation between reproductive factors and cardiovascular and all-cause death. Results: There is a nonlinear 

relationship between age at menarche and CVDs. Age at menopause ≤ 11(OR 1.36, 95% CI 1.10-1.69) was associated 

with an increased risk of CVDs compared to ages 12-13 years. Age at Menopause ≤ 44 (OR 1.69, 95% CI 1.40-2.03) 

was associated with increased CVDs compared to age 35-49 years. Number of pregnancies ≥ 5(OR 1.26, 95% CI 1.02-

1.55) was associated with an increased risk of CVDs compared to one pregnancy. In continuous variable COX 

regression models, a later age at menopause (HR 0.98, 95% CI 0.97-0.99) and a longer reproductive lifespan (HR 0.98, 

95% CI 0.97-0.99) were associated with a decreased risk of all-cause death. A later age at menopause (HR 0.98, 95% 

CI 0.97-0.99) and a longer reproductive lifespan (HR 0.98, 95% CI 0.97-0.99) were associated with a decreased risk 

of cardiac death. Conclusions: Female reproductive factors are significant risk factors for CVDs American women. 
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Associations Between Age at Menopause, Vascular Risk, and 3-Year Cognitive 

Change in the Canadian Longitudinal Study on Aging 
Madeline Wood Alexander 1, Che-Yuan Wu 1, Gillian T Coughlan 1, Tanvi Puri 1, Rachel F Buckley 1, et al. 

We investigated whether age at menopause, vascular risk, and history of hormone therapy (HT) containing estrogens 

together influence cognition over a 3-year follow-up period. We hypothesized that earlier menopause and elevated 

vascular risk would have a synergistic association with lower cognitive scores at follow-up and that HT containing 

estrogens would attenuate this synergistic association to preserve cognition. Methods: We used data from 

postmenopausal female participants and age-matched male participants in the Canadian Longitudinal Study on Aging. 

Vascular risk was calculated using a summary score of elevated blood pressure, antihypertensive medications, elevated 

low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, diabetes, smoking, and obesity. Cognition was measured with a global cognitive 
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composite at baseline and 3-year follow-up. Linear models tested independent and interactive associations of age at 

menopause, vascular risk, and HT history with cognition at 3-year follow-up, adjusting for baseline cognition, baseline 

age, years of education, and test language (English/French). Results: We included 8,360 postmenopausal female 

participants (mean age at baseline = 65.0 ± 8.53 years, mean age at menopause = 50.1 ± 4.62 years) and 8,360 age-

matched male participants for comparison. There was an interaction between age at menopause and vascular risk, such 

that earlier menopause and higher vascular risk were synergistically associated with lower cognitive scores at follow-

up (β = 0.013, 95% CI 0.001-0.025, p = 0.03). In stratified analyses, vascular risk was associated with lower cognitive 

scores in female participants with earlier menopause (menopausal ages 35-48 years; β = -0.044, 95% CI -0.066 to -

0.022, p < 0.001), but not average (ages 49-52 years; β = -0.007, 95% CI -0.027 to 0.012, p = 0.46) or later menopause 

(ages 53-65 years; β = 0.003, 95% CI -0.020 to 0.025, p = 0.82). The negative association of vascular risk with 

cognition in female participants with earlier menopause was stronger than the equivalent association in age-matched 

male participants. HT history did not further modify the synergistic association of age at menopause and vascular risk 

with follow-up cognition (β = -0.005, 95% CI -0.032 to 0.021, p = 0.69). Discussion: Endocrine and vascular processes 

may synergistically contribute to increased risk of cognitive decline in female adults. These findings have implications 

for the development of sex-specific dementia prevention strategies. 

 

 

 


